3Drefine is an interactive web server for consistent and computationally efficient protein structure refinement with the capability to perform web-based statistical and visual analysis. The 3Drefine refinement protocol utilizes iterative optimization of hydrogen bonding network combined with atomic-level energy minimization on the optimized model using a composite physics and knowledge-based force fields for efficient protein structure refinement. The method has been extensively evaluated on blind CASP experiments as well as on large-scale and diverse benchmark datasets and exhibits consistent improvement over the initial structure in both global and local structural quality measures. The 3Drefine web server allows for convenient protein structure refinement through a text or file input submission, email notification, provided example submission and is freely available without any registration requirement. The server also provides comprehensive analysis of submissions through various energy and statistical feedback and interactive visualization of multiple refined models through the JSmol applet that is equipped with numerous protein model analysis tools. The web server has been extensively tested and used by many users. As a result, the 3Drefine web server conveniently provides a useful tool easily accessible to the community. The 3Drefine web server has been made publicly available at the URL: http://sysbio.rnet.missouri.edu/3Drefine/.
INTRODUCTION
The spatial structure of proteins has been shown to have critical effects on protein function including protein structure-based drug design (1), protein docking (2) and prediction of biological functions based on protein structure (3) . Therefore, protein structure modeling is important in determining such spatial properties. Protein structure properties such as back-bone positioning and its relation to side-chain conformation of a protein model (4) make simultaneous refinement of both the global topologies and local structural qualities of a protein structure necessary in modeling. Computational steps in the modeling process are necessary to address this problem to produce accurate model predictions. However, the deviation of predicted models from their experimentally derived true, native structures is one limitation of computational modeling. Thus, the problem of protein structure refinement remains to be solved despite attracting constant attention by researchers (5, 6) .
Here we present the 3Drefine web server, a website dedicated to the computationally efficient and reliable protein structure refinement method called 3Drefine and its iterative implementation, i3Drefine (7, 8) . The 3Drefine web server employs the iterative protocol based on a combination of two steps of minimization: Optimizing Hydrogen Bonding Network and Energy Minimization using a composite physics and knowledge based force fields, which is implemented within the MESHI (9) molecular modeling framework (7) . The method has extensively been tested in Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction (CASP) datasets. 3Drefine demonstrated significant potential in atomic-level protein structure refinements in terms of both global and local measures of structural qualities compared to other refinement methods in CASP8, CASP9 and CASP10. The web server has been prepared to allow convenient use of the software and quick analysis of the results.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

User input
The 3Drefine web server only requires a job name and the protein structure for the refinement process. The job name is required to keep track of the refined structure and to provide a unique web page to display the results. The required protein structure can be uploaded via text insertion in PDB format or file upload of a PDB file. An ex- ample option is provided for testing the services. Optionally, users can also enter an email address for notification upon completion. Additionally, an optional post refinement analysis of refinement can be performed by two structure assessment tools: (1) RWplus (10), a pair-wise distancedependent, atomic statistical potential function combined with side-chain packing orientation specificity that evaluates global qualities of the refined models; and (2) MolProbity (11), a log-weighted combination of the clashscore, percentage Ramachandran not favored and percentage bad side-chain rotamers that assesses physical realism and local errors of the refined models.
Server processing
Jobs sent from the web server are entered into a queuing system for all jobs being processed. Once ready, the given protein structure is received by the server which performs the i3Drefine algorithm (8) . i3Drefine is basically an iterative version of 3Drefine refinement protocol. In i3Drefine, the starting model is refined using 3Drefine protocol (7) and the resulting refined model is again processed by the same method. This iteration is done five times in order to generate five refined models for the starting structure. Since 3Drefine employs restrained backbone flexibility during energy minimization, such an iterative scheme is effective to escape any local minima and move closer to the native structure. Upon completion, the results of the structure refinement are displayed on a unique web page and an email notification is sent, if specified.
The i3Drefine refinement process involves an iterative implementation of two-steps: optimizing hydrogen bonding network and atomic-level energy minimization using a combination of physics and knowledge based force fields; implemented using the molecular modeling package MESHI (9) . Given a starting structure for refinement, a combination of local geometry restraint and a conformational search is first performed to optimize the hydrogen bonding network. Subsequently, 200 000 steps of energy minimization is employed on the optimized model using highly convergent limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shannon (L-BFGS) (12) algorithm or until convergence to machine precision using a customized all-atom force field. The force field consists of a combination of physics based and knowledge based terms. The physics-based terms include the energetic contributions of the bonded interactions described in EN- CAD potential (13) (bond length, bond angle and torsion angle) along with a tethering term of the C ␣ and C ␤ atoms (7) and the knowledge-based terms include the atomic pairwise potential of mean force (6) and explicit hydrogen bonding potential. The resulting energy-minimized model is the refined model. A detailed analysis of the relative importance of these energy terms and the i3Drefine algorithm has been presented in the published work of i3Drefine (7, 8) . Figure 1 visualizes the 3Drefine web server workflow.
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Server output
Upon completion of the refinement process users are presented with a comprehensive set of results that include the following: (i) five different refined protein models derived from the initial input model are provided. Each model can be downloaded in PDB format or the entire folder can be downloaded. (ii) The potential energies of all five refined model after energy minimization are displayed for analysis. (iii) For each refined model, the similarities and deviations from the supplied input structure can be analyzed through provided metrics including GDT-TS (14), GDT-HA (15) and RMSD (16) , as well as RWplus (10) and Molprobity (11) if selected by the user. (iv) Web based interactive visualization is also provided via JSmol, a JavaScript applet version of Jmol (17) . Initially, the first refined model is represented in JSmol with rainbow coloring, spin enabled and cartoon structure style. Checkboxes allow the user to toggle visualizations of the refined structure and the initial structure, which is displayed in a white color. Additionally, through JSmol, users are enabled access to all the protein model analysis tools and features of Jmol within the applet (17) . (v) A unique web URL is provided containing the above information. Users are able to bookmark the page for future reference. (vi) Automated status update of the job via email is provided if specified. Figure 2 depicts the web server workflow with a continuous screenshots of the process including a screenshot of the output page.
Web server configuration
The 3Drefine service does not require registration and is freely available. The web server is hosted on a Linux server with an Intel Xeon 2.4GHz CPU with 16 cores and has 16 GB of memory. The web interface utilizes apache HTTP, HTML, cgi-bin, Perl, JavaScript and jQuery technologies for functionality and the JSmol web applet for protein analyzing and visualization (17) . The underlining i3Drefine software uses the java programming language as well as MESHI (9) and DSSP libraries (18) .
Performance of web server
The 3Drefine web server has been tested extensively to perform protein structure refinement in an efficient and consistent manner. The web server utilizes the i3Drefine protocol that typically requires <5 min of computation for a protein of typical length (300 residues) for a single iteration and therefore needs around 25 min to generate 5 refined models. The site has serviced several thousand users with >19 000 protein structure submissions since 2013.
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The 3Drefine process itself has also been proven extensively to perform successful structure refinement. Performance of 3Drefine was benchmarked using refinement targets from CASP8 (12 targets) (19) and CASP9 (14 targets) refinement targets in a completely automated manner, without using the knowledge of additional information. The models refined by 3Drefine have shown improvement of the global topologies of the starting models as measured by GDT-TS, TM-score and C ␣ RMSD to native structures as well as the local structure qualities as measured by the MolProbity score (11) . The overall results of 3Drefine were better than or comparable to other top methods worldwide (19, 20) . Additionally, the i3Drefine algorithm (8) was tested in complete blind mode during CASP10 (group name MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT) and exhibited consistent improvement over the initial structures in both global and local structural quality metrics as demonstrated by diverse quality metrics. i3Drefine was ranked as the best method in the server section (8) in CASP10 refinement experiment. The biggest advantage of i3Drefine method compared to other state-of-the-art refinement methods like KobaMin (21) and GalaxyRefine (22) is consistency. Like CASP10, in CASP11 refinement experiment, i3Drefine method (group name MULTICOM-CONSTRUCT) demonstrated consistent global quality improvement as measured by GDT-TS score with 31 out of 37 refinement targets being either improved or unaltered in terms of best of top five submissions. The degree of improvement, however, is marginal in nature with average GDT-TS points getting improved from 72.2 to 72.5 averaged over 37 CASP11 refinement targets. The users of 3Drefine web server should therefore, expect slight, albeit consistent, improvement of global qualities due to refinement.
CONCLUSION
The 3Drefine web server provides convenient access to efficient and consistent protein structure refinement through the i3Drefine protocol. The method achieves consistent performance through an iterative, two-step process involving optimization of hydrogen bonding network combined with atomic-level energy minimization on the optimized model using a composite physics and knowledge-based force fields (7, 8) . This post-tertiary structure prediction refinement software is packaged through the 3Drefine web server in an easy to use manner through text or file upload submission, example data, email notification and the absence of a registration system. Furthermore, results can conveniently be analyzed through the use of statistical feedback, multiple refinement results and interactive visualization and analysis tools through the JSmol web app (17) . Therefore, the 3Drefine web server conveniently provides an efficient tool for protein model refinement to the community. 
